Entity Attribute Value (EAV) is the widely used solution to represent high dimensional and sparse data, but EAV is not search efficient for knowledge extraction. In this paper, we have proposed a search efficient data model: Optimized Entity Attribute Value (OEAV) for physical representation of high dimensional and sparse data as an alternative of widely used EAV. We have implemented both EAV and OEAV models in a data warehousing environment and performed different relational and warehouse queries on both the models. The experimental results show that OEAV is dramatically search efficient and occupy less storage space compared to EAV.
SYNOPSIS

INTRODUCTION
In various domains, integrating Large-scale heterogeneous data is important for knowledge discovery. Once this knowledge is discovered, the results of such analysis can be used to define new guidelines. We require an open schema data model to support dynamic schema change, sparse data, and high dimensional data. In open schema data models, logical model of data is stored as data rather than as schema, so changes to the logical model can be made without changing the schema. In open schema data model, schema is kept as data. Entity Attribute Value (EAV) 1 is the widely used open schema data model to handle these challenges of data representation. However, EAV suffers from higher storage requirement and not search efficient. In this paper, we have proposed a search efficient open schema data model: Optimized Entity Attribute Value (OEAV). This model is storage efficient as well compared to existing EAV model. Section 2 describes the related work. The overview of EAV, the details organizational structure and analysis of OEAV are given in section 3. A data transformation is required to adopt the existing data suitable for data warehouse representation for knowledge extraction. The transformation is elaborated in section 4. Analytical details of performance of the proposed models are given in section 5. Section 6 offers the result and discussion. Section 7 is the conclusion.
RELATED WORK
EAV gives us extreme flexibility in data representation but it is not search efficient as it keeps attribute name as data in attribute column and has no tracking of how data are stored. To handle the high dimensionality and sparseness of medical data, in Thomas et al. 2 authors have used EAV, but EAV is not a search efficient data model for knowledge discovery. To handle data sparseness and schema change of phenotype data, the EAV model has been used for phenotype data management in Li et al. 3 . Use of EAV for medical observation data is also found in Anhoj et al. 4 , Brandt et al. 5 , Nadkarni et al. 6 , Nadkarni 7 as medical observation data are sparse, high dimensional and need frequent schema change. The Entity-Relationship Model is proposed in Pin-Shan Peter 8 . Storage and querying of high dimensional sparsely populated data is proposed in Latiful Hoque 9 . But this model does not keep the data in search efficient way. Agarwal et al. 10 propose several methods for the efficient computation of multidimensional aggregates. In Adam et al. 11 authors propose data cube as a relational aggregation operator generalizing group-by, crosstab, and subtotals.
OPEN SCHEMA DATA MODELS
Entity-Attribute-Value Model (EAV)
EAV is an open schema data model, which is suitable for high dimensional and sparse data like medical data. In EAV, every fact is conceptually stored in a table, with three sets of columns: entity, an attribute, and a value for that attribute. In this design, one row actually stores a single fact. It eliminates sparse data to reduce database size and allows changing set of attributes. Moreover, EAV can represent high dimensional data, which cannot be modeled by relational model because existing RDBMS only support a limited number of columns. EAV gives us extreme flexibility but it is not search efficient as it keeps attribute name as data in attribute column and has no tracking of how data are stored.
Optimized Entity Attribute Value (OEAV)
To remove the search inefficiency problem of EAV whilst preserving its efficiency of representing high dimensional and sparse data, we have developed a search efficient open schema data model OEAV. This model keeps data in a search efficient way.
This approach is a read-optimized representation whereas the EAV approach is write-optimized. Most of the data warehouse systems write once and read many times, so the proposed approach can serve the practical requirement of data warehouse. Figure 1 shows the step by step approach of transformation of an EAV data representation to an equivalent OEAV data representation. In step 1, this model constructs an attribute dictionary where there is an integer code for each attribute.
Attribute name of each fact is mapped to an integer code using the attribute dictionary. All types of values are treated as integer using a data transformation as discussed in the following section. In step 2, a compact single integer Attribute Value (AV) is created by concatenating binary representation of attribute code and value. In OEAV, every fact is conceptually stored in a table with two columns: the entity and the AV. It maps attribute code and value to p bit and q bit integer and concatenate them to n bit integer AV. For example, an attribute value pair (A3, 51), the code of attribute A3 is 3, will be converted in the following ways: (A3, 51)→(3, 51)→(0000000000 000011, 0000000000110011) →00000000000000110000000000110011 = 196659.
In step 3, the records of optimized EAV are stored as sorted order of AV field. As data are stored in sorted order of AV and the first p bits of AV are for attribute code, the records of an attribute in OEAV table remains consecutively. In step 4, an index structure, which is a part of OEAV representation, is created to contain the starting record number (Pointer) of each attribute in OEAV table. This makes the data partitioned attribute wise, which is expected by most analytical program. In sorted AV field, the values of an attribute also remain in sorted order and binary search can be applied on it. This model constructs a modified B+ tree index on entity field of OEAV to make entity wise search efficient. Here each leaf of the modified B+ tree keeps the block address of attribute values for each entity. These Search efficiencies of OEAV are absent in conventional EAV representation.
DATA TRANSFORMATION USING DOMAIN DICTIONARY AND RULE BASE
For knowledge discovery, the data have to be transformed into a suitable transaction format to discover knowledge. We address the problem of mapping data to items using domain dictionary and rule base. The data are type of categorical, continuous numerical data, Boolean, interval, percentage, fraction and ratio. Domain expert have the knowledge how to map ranges of numerical data for each attribute to a series of items. For example, there are certain conventions to consider a person is young, adult, or elder with respect to age. A set of rules is created for each continuous numerical attribute using the knowledge of domain experts. A rule engine is used to map continuous numerical data to items using these developed rules.
Data, for which domain expert knowledge is not applicable; we have used domain dictionary approach to transform these data to numerical forms. Here the mapping process as shown in Figure 2 for medical data is divided in two phases. Phase 1: a rule base is constructed based on the knowledge of domain experts and dictionaries are constructed for attributes where domain expert know ledge is not applicable, Phase 2: attribute values are mapped to integer values using the corresponding rule base and the dictionaries.
STORAGE ANALYSIS OF EAV & OEAV
Let b be the total number of blocks of observation table and k is the total number of attributes of observation table.
Analysis of storage capacity of EAV
Let n = total number of facts, q = average length of attribute names, g = average length of values. In EAV, 32 bits (4 bytes) is required to represent entity. Size of each fact in EAV is (4+q+g) bytes. Hence, the total size to hold all facts is S = n × (4+q+g) bytes. 
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Analysis of storage capacity of OEAV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experiments were done using PC with core 2 duo processor with a clock rate of 1.8 GHz and 3 GB of main memory. The operating system was Microsoft Vista and implementation language was c#. We have designed a data generator that generates all categories of random data: ratio, interval, decimal, integer, percentage etc. This data set is generated with 5,000 attributes and (5-10) attributes per transaction on average. We have used highly skewed attributes in all performance evaluations to measure the performance improvement of our proposed open schema data models in worst case. For all performance measurement except storage performance, we have used 1 million transactions. Figure 3 shows the storage space required by EAV and OEAV. The EAV occupies significantly higher amount of storage than OEAV. This is due to the data redundancy of EAV models. Figure 4 shows the performance of projection operations on various combinations of attributes. Almost same time is needed with different number of attributes in EAV, as it has to scan all the blocks whatever the number of attributes. In OEAV, it can be observed that the time requirement is proportional to the num- www.ibc7.org 5
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Time comparison of projection operations
Interdisciplinary Bio Central ber of attributes projected. This is because that the query needs to scan more number of blocks as the number of attributes increases. Figure 5 shows the performance of multiple predicates select queries on various combinations of attributes. Figure 5 shows almost same time is taken with different number of attributes in EAV as it has to scans all the blocks twice whatever the number of attributes in predicate. The graph shows how time is varied in OEAV with different number of attributes as it scans number of attribute partitions proportional to number of attributes in select quires. This experiment shows EAV has taken much higher time compared to OEAV. It is because it has no tracking of how data are stored, so it has to scans all the blocks once to select entities and has to scan all the blocks one more time to retrieve the attribute values for the selected entities. OEAV has taken the lower time as it does not need to read unused attributes to select entities and can retrieve attribute values of these entity without reading any unused attribute value using entity indexing.
Time comparison of select queries
Time comparison of aggregate operations
Aggregate operations compute a single value by taking a collection of values as input. Figure 6 shows the performance of various aggregate operations on a single attribute. Time is not varied significantly from one aggregate operation to another as different aggregate operations need same number of data block access for most of the cases. Figure 6 shows EAV has taken much higher time than OEAV as it has to scan all the blocks to compute each operation. OEAV has taken negligible time for max, min, count operations on a single attribute as to find max and min it has to scan only 1 block and count result is computed from its index table. For average operation on an attribute, it has taken considerable time, as it has to scan all the blocks of that attribute. Figure 7 shows the performance of various statistical operations on a single attribute. Time is varied significantly from one statistical operation to another as different statistical operations need different sorts of processing. This experiment shows EAV has taken much higher time compared to OEAV. It is because it has no tracking of how data are stored, so it has to scan all the blocks to compute each operation. We can see from this figure OEAV has taken negligible time for median operation as it has to scan 1 or 2 blocks for this operation. For mode and standard deviation, it has to scan all data blocks of the attribute for which particular operation is executing once, twice respectively.
Time comparison of statistical operations
Time comparison of CUBE operations
The CUBE operation is the n-dimensional generalization of group-by operator. The cube operator unifies several common and popular concepts: aggregates, group by, roll-ups and drilldowns and, cross tabs. Here no pre-computation is done for aggregates at various levels and on various combinations of attributes. Figure 8 shows the performance of CUBE operations on various combinations of attributes. It can be observed that the number of attributes in cube operations leads to the time taken as CUBE operation computes group-bys corresponding to all possible combinations of CUBE attributes. The experiment results show that EAV has taken much higher time compared to OEAV as it does not partition data attributes wise and it has no entity index.
CONCLUSION
EAV is a widely used solution to model data which are sparse, high dimensional and need frequently schema change, but EAV is not a search efficient data model for knowledge discovery. In this paper, we have proposed a search efficient open schema data models OEAV to model high dimensional and sparse data as an alternative of EAV. We have implemented both EAV and OEAV models in a data ware-housing environment and performed different relational and warehouse queries on both the models. We have achieved a query performance faster in the range of 15 to 70 compared to existing EAV model. These efficiencies arise due to binary data representation in OEAV where as string representation is used in EAV model. The experiment results show our proposed open schema data model is dramatically efficient in knowledge discovery operation and occupy less storage compared to widely used EAV model.
